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Purpose of this document

About the creators

This PDF has been prepared for those people who don’t have
access to an iPad/Mac. Users of Apple’s hardware should
simply download the free sample from the iBooks Store (see
www.gorillahighlands.com for the link) and then purchase the
real thing for $14.99. It is a beautiful, high-quality product
that supports a great cause.

Gorilla Highlands is a grassroots effort by expert volunteers
all over the world and a small dedicated local team with
limited resources. Studio Edirisa, the publisher, is a
multimedia social enterprise that believes that Ugandans have
to appreciate their culture and history for the country to truly
prosper. We also promote and support cultural tourism as a
means of economic development.

Introducing Gorilla Highlands on the iPad

What is included and what excluded in this PDF

The Gorilla Highlands Interactive eBook contains 391 pages of
information about southwestern Uganda. It has four parts:
Introduction, Travel Guide, In-Depth Companion and
Background Story. The Travel Guide offers advice that should
be—due to its regional focus and the team’s knowhow—
superior to any other guide on the market. The In-Depth
Companion, on the other hand, is the most comprehensive
book ever written about the area and it targets Ugandans as
much as international readers.

The table of contents overleaf will show you what is available
in the full book; items in bold can be found here. In this PDF
we have been forced to omit interactive maps and
presentations, the audio phrasebook, the glossary, photo
slideshows and video materials.

For more information please write to
studio@edirisa.org or visit www.studio.ug
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INTRO

Welcome to the Gorilla Highlands in the
southwestern corner of Uganda. This is the
stuff of wildlife documentaries, a land of
plenty where the natural world assumes
majestic proportions. Nothing you can see
on a screen can prepare you for the
experiences that await, whether trekking
through thick rainforest, sitting down to
supper with a local family, or coming face
to face with a silverback gorilla.

The Gorilla Highlands Interactive eBook
takes you far beyond the mountain gorillas
that populate the national parks. It is
structured to give you a comprehensive
insight into the cultures, languages, people
and nature that make the area so special.
Moreover, by purchasing this ebook you
will contribute to an ambitious initiative
that aims to transform the region.

The Gorilla Highlands

The Gorilla Highlands with tappable places of interest

T

ravellers from all over the world come to the Gorilla
Highlands for the epiphany of staring into the eyes of our
giant relatives. Yet our area—the districts of Kabale,
Kanungu and Kisoro—offers much more: vibrant cultures
bubbling through the surface and a landscape that opens your
heart to adventure.
Cradled in between dormant volcanoes and mist covered lakes,
southwestern Uganda is well connected to the wider world. The
two main urban centres, Kabale and Kisoro, can be accessed by
motorway from both Uganda’s capital Kampala and Rwanda’s
Kigali. There are also airstrips in Kisoro and near Butogota.
On every corner affable drivers talk on mobile phones or browse
in web cafes, waiting for your mail. They will take curious visitors
to stunning places and then deliver them safely to an affordable
dorm or luxurious lodge.
Your hosts will most likely belong to the Bakiga/Bafumbira ethnic
group, the Bantu majority of the region. However, you will miss
out if you do not also visit the Batwa “Pygmies”, the original
inhabitants of the forests.

← Lake Mutanda; photo by Christopher Kidd
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Highlights

Bwindi Impenetrable National Park

Mgahinga Gorilla National Park

Lake Bunyonyi

Mountain Gorillas

Batwa "Pygmies”

Bakiga and Bafumbira

Tapping the blue links above will take you straight to the relevant content (full book version). For more on navigation please see the following page.
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Using This Book

T

he Gorilla Highlands Interactive eBook is a dynamic
multimedia resource at your fingertips. It gives you all the
information you'll need in a simple and effective format
that allows quick-fire access wherever you happen to be. It can be
read from front to back as you would a printed edition, or used as
an effective reference tool while on the road.
It is organised into four parts: this intro, a travel guide, an indepth companion and a background story. It also offers extensive
multimedia features that expand on the text. Finding the local
languages a challenge? Just touch the audio symbol that
accompanies the phrasebook to hear the words spoken by a local.
Many of the topics in the travel guide have a companion chapter
in the in-depth companion—tap on blue on black links to find out
more. You can as well get additional info online by following the
external links highlighted in green.
You can access the extensive glossary by tapping bold words.
Want to go deeper? Opt for “Glossary Index” and enter an entirely
new level that can even help you navigate around the book.
Wish to share the content with a friend with a visual impairment?
Not a problem on an iPad—the voiceover feature offers a detailed
audio description of every page, including images and maps.
Lake Chahafi; photo by Christopher Kidd →

This video shows the basics of navigating through the book (40 s)

One of the Best in the World
This ebook has been declared
one of the five best culture and
tourism products of 2013 by the
World Summit Award global jury.
The Background Story chapter has more about the award and
the Gorilla Highlands initiative. Our aim is to develop the region
economically while celebrating people’s cultural heritage.
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TRAVEL
GUIDE

About Uganda

U

ganda, straddling the equator high on the central African
plateau and perched on the northern shore of Lake
Victoria, has a fantastic climate due to its high altitude. It
is a landlocked state, bordered by South Sudan, Kenya, Tanzania,
Rwanda and DR Congo. A quarter of the country is covered by
fresh water; rainfall is adequate and water supplies are plentiful.
Although often viewed through the distorted lens of Idi Amin's
brutal dictatorship (that ended in 1979!) and Joseph Kony’s
terrorist rebels (who left the country in 2006), modern Uganda
provides one of the safest, most diverse and exciting travel
experiences in Africa. It is only appropriate that through its centre
runs the grand Nile River, a symbol of the natural abundance with
which the country is blessed. Not only that, Uganda boasts an
intoxicating blend of cultures and languages belonging to the
people who are among the friendliest in the world.

Turbulent History
The county’s cultural diversity reflects its rich and complex
history. Before British colonial rulers imposed its modern name
and borders, the area was a patchwork of ethnic groups and
traditions, the strongest among them being the kingdom of
Buganda. Buganda was not just some tribal area but a full-blown
nation, and it decided to work with and for Britain.
Photo by Georg Schaumberger
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That cooperation led to the establishment of the Uganda Protectorate in 1892. With very little European presence on the ground it
was mostly the Baganda who did the dirty work for the Empire,
and that was good for British public relations.
Astonishingly, Ugandans came to admire and copy their colonial
masters to almost embarassing levels. Western education and
Christianity had a major role in that, convincing people that what
was traditional or African was backward and possibly satanic.
Independence in 1962 did not change much. London remained the
de facto capital and kept meddling with the country. Idi Amin was
a British product and a welcome replacement for his Socialist
predecessor Milton Obote. He would have ruled for much longer if
it were not for Julius Nyerere, the legendary president of Tanzania, who decided to invade Uganda and unseat Amin.
The invasion restablished Obote but his return did not last long.
Yoweri Museveni began a guerilla campaign against him that
ended in 1986. Museveni remains in power, promoting American
Evangelism as a public moral compass.

Uganda in Brief
Area:
Altitude:
Population:
Urbanised population:
Median age:
Languages:
Religion:
Life expectancy:
GDP/capita:
International codes:
Time zone:
Currency:

241,038km²/ 93,065mi²
612-5,110m (2,000-16,800ft)
33 million (estimate)
13%
15 years
33
42% Catholic, 42% Protestant,
12% Muslim, 4% other
54 years
USD 1,300
+256, .ug
GMT+3 (Greenwich Mean Time + 3h)
Uganda Shilling (UGX or USh);
USD 1 = UGX 2,600; EUR 1 = UGX
3,550; GBP 1 = UGX 4,500
(July 2014)

Rural Economy
Museveni wants to make Uganda a middle-income country by
2040, supported by recently discovered oil. For the moment,
Uganda remains largely rural; agriculture represents a big part of
the country's economic output, with coffee its biggest export.
Many people live in what the Western world considers to be poverty, working long hours at subsistence wages. The families are
large (7 children per woman) and the population young.
Photo by Marcus Westberg →

Although access to healthcare remains partial, an undoubted success story is Uganda's campaign against HIV/AIDS. Prevalence of
the disease has fallen to 6.5% from a high of 30% thirty years
ago—the drop is so dramatic that the authorities are concerned
about Ugandans not taking the virus seriously anymore!
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Itineraries
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Itineraries | Starting in Kabale
BACKPACKER

MOTORISED TRAVELLER

HIKER

We will assume that you have
boarded the PostBus at 8am at the Kampala
Post Office, arriving in Kabale at 4pm.

We will assume that you have reached Kabale
by 2pm.

We will assume that you know about Gorilla Highlands Trails (page 13) that we
have prepared for you. A shorter option:

1 NIGHT
Only one night in the Gorilla Highlands?!
The gorgeous Lake Bunyonyi is the obvious
choice; make sure you see its countless
islands from a hill top (the road doesn’t offer
the best views). If you want to economise,
spend the night in Kabale and visit the lake
the next morning. You can still
catch a bus towards Kampala by 2pm, a
minibus to Mbarara by 5pm (where a bus to
Kampala can be easily found), or a bus to
Fort Portal by 6pm. There are also night
buses towards Kampala, departing between
9 and 11pm.

1 NIGHT
It’s Lake Bunyonyi or Bwindi, two wonders
of nature. If you are tracking gorillas the
next morning at Ruhija, Rushaga or
Nkuringo, you can continue there or sleep
in Kabale/at Bunyonyi and leave at 5–6am.
It is common for gorilla tracking to be
finished by lunch time, therefore you could
return to Kabale on the same day and
maybe even reach Mbarara. Buhoma is
further away, so you should sleep there if
you are tracking. After the gorillas, proceed
north to Queen Elizabeth National Park.

1 NIGHT
Climb Makanga above Kabale to experience another dimension of the town (1h).
Visit Bunyonyi (2h one way) but avoid the
dusty main road with inferior views.

2–3 NIGHTS
Expand your Lake Bunyonyi time, visit or
stay on some islands. An alternative: check
out Kisoro (2 hours each way), an entirely
different world due to its volcanoes and
buildings made of volcanic stone.
4 NIGHTS AND MORE
A quality trip to the southern part of
Bwindi is becoming a possibility. If you are
very lucky, you will even see elephants! Afterwards you can pay a visit to Kisoro.

2–3 NIGHTS
Your playground can easily extend to Kisoro.
Food at the Coffee Pot and Travellers Rest is
so good that it is worth going just for a meal!
4 NIGHTS AND MORE
We are now talking about endless
possibilities. A beautiful itinerary could be
from Kabale to Lake Bunyonyi, then using
the extremely scenic lake road to Muko,
onward to Kisoro, past Lake Mutanda to
Nkuringo and then back to Kabale.

ZOOM IN/OUT
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Itineraries:

5-day Kabale-Kisoro route with audio commentary

Gorilla Highlands Trails
Would you wish to hear Gorilla Highlands stories from an experienced local guide? A system of Gorilla Highlands Trails
(www.gorillahighlands.com/trails) has been prepared for this purpose.
The 5-day Kabale-Buhoma trek (see the map) is the ultimate
Gorilla Highlands Trails offer. It connects the three tourism
centres of southwestern Uganda—Kabale, Kisoro and Buhoma—
with hiking off the beaten track. Prices start at USD 380 (for five
people and more).

Teresa Peintinger
(see p.369) will
take you to the ultimate trek with
her recorder;
touch the audio
symbol above for
a general introduction.

The trek can be enjoyed in one go or in parts, with resting days in
Kisoro (hotel accommodation) or Nkuringo (full-board luxury
camping at Gorilla Camp). The other two tented overnight stays
are in the village communities of Lake Bunyonyi and Kayumbu.
You can also opt for individual segments or the interlinked canoe
treks on Lake Bunyonyi.
The 5-day Kabale-Buhoma trek or its segments do not have a prescribed direction; they can be started from Buhoma, Kisoro, Lake
Bunyonyi or Kabale.

Photo by Marcus Westberg →
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Mgahinga Gorilla
National Park

Go to Highlights
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U

ganda's smallest park (33.7km²/
13mi²), Mgahinga Gorilla
National Park, adjoins the
Volcanoes NP (Rwanda) and Virunga NP
(DR Congo). The nine-member
Nyakagezi mountain gorilla group
(habituated in 1992) is currently around.
The park started as a game sanctuary in
1930. However, its size was reduced in
the following decades to placate locals in
need of land to cultivate. When a national
park was established in 1991, over 2,000
farmers had to relocate. A stone buffalo
wall was completed in 1997 to successfully prevent crop damage.

Mt. Muhavura

The park’s altitude rises from 2,227
to 4,127m (7,300–13,500ft). Due to
climate change the ecological boundaries
are fluid and gorillas only come when
rainfall on the northern slopes causes
lush vegetation to grow.

Getting There
Mt. Sabinyo

Mt. Gahinga

Mgahinga volcanoes and hiking: Gahinga, Muhavura, Sabinyo

The main entrance is at Ntebeko. It is about
14km/9mi from Kisoro, an hour by car or motorcycle or three hours on foot. The rocky
road can be bad; a 4WD may be necessary.
If you wish to buy gorilla tracking permits,
visit the Uganda Wildlife Authority oﬃce in
Kisoro by 5pm the day before.
Gorilla Highlands | 15

Think You are Tough?
In 1946 Earl Denman (author of Alone to
Everest), in preparation for a solo ascent of Mt.
Everest, climbed all eight Virunga peaks. He
was not the first to do it, but he was the first,
and probably the only one, to do it bare-foot
and shirtless.

Muhavura “the guide”
4,127m/13,500ft

Gahinga “a pile of rocks”
3,474m/11,400ft

Sabinyo “old man’s teeth”
3,645m/12,000ft
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Vegetation Zones

M

ontane woodland is an open forest with dense ground
cover. It was most affected by farmers’ tree cutting and
not much survives. It is the favoured habitat of many
small mammals who hide from their predators and search for
food in the undergrowth.
The bamboo zone covers about 60% of the park and is the
favoured habitat of larger mammals. Bamboo is mostly found
between 1,800m and 3,300m (5,900–10,800ft) and grows to
3–4m (10–13ft) on average. It is heavily used by herbivores
and only the toughest shoots survive. It is an important resource
for humans, who use it for ropes, beehives and furniture.
The main montane forest tree species grow up to the altitude of
3,200m (10,500ft) and are used for medicines. Ground cover is
composed of grasses, mosses, lichen and liverwort.
The subalpine zone is divided into two, the moorland zone and
the Afromontane belt. Neither zone has trees and vegetation consists of ground plants capable of enduring extreme conditions.
At these levels mammals are rare though small rodents may be
seen scurrying in search for insects, while butterflies hover over
rare flowers and raptors soar on the thermals.
The highest altitudes are home to the giant senecio and lobelia.
At these altitudes of over 3,000m (9,800ft) there is less rainfall
as the area is above regular cloud level. It is thought that
giantism in the plant species found here is a result of this,
allowing plants to store more water and ensuring that they have
more efficient temperature control.
← Photo by Christopher Kidd

Lobelias; photo by Blasio Byekwaso
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Mgahinga Tariffs
A selection from Uganda Wildlife Authority “Conservation Fees” (valid till December 2015). There are no vehicle entry fees for Mgahinga.
Park Entrance Fees (24 hours)

Foreign Non-Residents

Foreign Residents

East African Citizens

Adult
Children (5–15 years)
School Children (in Groups)

USD40
USD20
/

USD30
USD10
UGX2,500

UGX15,000
UGX5,000
UGX2,500

USD600

USD500

UGX250,000

Golden Monkey Tracking
Standard
Research and forest experience

USD50
USD100

USD50
USD100

UGX20,000

Batwa Trail Experience
Includes park entrance and guide fees

USD80

USD80

UGX50,000

Includes park entrance and guide fees

USD60

USD60

UGX30,000

Nature Walk
Excludes park entrance fees
Adult

USD30

USD15

UGX10,000

USD30

USD15

UGX15,000

Gorilla Tracking
Includes guide fee, park entrance fees for
the day and community development
contribution

Volcano Climbing and Mountain Hiking

Sabinyo Gorge Walk

Student Guided Walk
UGX10,000 (per 6 people)
← Golden Monkey reseach and forest experience with Sandra Gray; photo by Marcus Westberg
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Volcano Climbing

All volcanoes are hikeable—and quite a challenge! The hike to any of the peaks costs 60
dollars (inclusive of entrance and guidance).
Muhavura top lake; photo by Blasio Byekwaso

Mt. Muhavura
4,127m/13,500ft; difficult, 8–10 hours

Mt. Gahinga
3,474m/11,400ft; moderate, 6–8 hours

Mt. Sabinyo
3,669m/12,000ft; difficult, 8–10 hours

Muhavura is a typical cone-shaped
volcano that provides some of the best
views of the country including other
Virunga volcanoes, Lake Edward in
Queen Elizabeth National Park, Bwindi
Impenetrable National Park and the
Rwenzori Mountains. It does not have
the thick forests of Gahinga and
Sabinyo; much of the climb is on loose
rock with grasses and small shrubs,
which rewards you with excellent vistas
of the area. There is a clear crater lake at
the top, about 36m/120ft wide.

The hike goes through pure bamboo forest, with sights of bush bucks and golden
monkeys. The trail up the mountainside
has lots of steps and switchbacks. The
crater lake at the top has become a
swamp.

This volcano offers three challenging
peaks. The climb up is via a ridge along
the eastern side of the mountain to the
first peak. If you continue on, the climb
to the second peak involves walking a
ridge with breathtaking drops into
gorges in Rwanda, DRC and Uganda at
the same time. You have a good chance
of seeing golden monkeys, duikers,
Rwenzori turacos and sunbirds.

← Photo by Marcus Westberg
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Other Activities

The prices quoted apply to foreign visitors and
include entrance fees and guiding.
Sabinyo Gorge Walk; photo by Blasio Byekwaso

Sabinyo Gorge Walk
difficult, 5–6 hours, USD70

Border Trail
moderate, 5 hours, USD70

Viewing Platform and Visitor's Centre
easy, 40 minutes, free

This walk takes you deep into Sabinyo's
lush gorge. It is moist, with thick
vegetation and a beautiful moss-lined
stream along the way. This trail reveals
the true height of Mt. Sabinyo as at the
end of the gorge you will look straight up
at the peaks. With the peaks above and a
small waterfall by your side, the end of
the gorge is a great spot for a rest.
The gorge is one of the best birding
spots in the park. You may also see
duikers and golden monkeys.

You will be taken along the lower section
of Mt. Sabinyo through fine montane
forest before turning towards the
Democratic Republic of Congo and
enjoying a great view of Sabinyo Gorge
and the peaks. Upon reaching Congo you
follow the international border for 2km/
1.2mi. There will be two rest huts and
hopefully some golden monkeys on the
way. No visa required.

The visitor's centre at the entrance of
the park has a lot of information about
wildlife, volcanoes and the Batwa. The
viewing platform is located about
800m/2600ft from it. To the south,
there are fine views of the three
volcanoes, especially Sabinyo. To the
north, there are vistas of farmland, Lake
Mutanda, the highlands and Bwindi. To
the west, one can see the Rift Valley in
Congo.
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Other Activities

The prices quoted apply to foreign visitors and
include entrance fees and guiding.
Black-crowned waxbill; photo by Blasio Byekwaso

Birdwatching
easy, 1–2 hours, USD70

Batwa Trail
easy, 2–3 hours/4.5–5.5 hours, USD80

Birding along the edge of the park is
available on request. Guides are happy to
take you out from 5–6pm (birding is
usually done in the evening) if you book
by 10am in the morning. You can choose
where to walk. A stroll along the buffalo
wall towards Congo takes you through a
wetland area where the ibis, whydah,
speckled mouse bird and fire finch are
found. Stonechats, grey capped warblers,
waxbills and yellow-vented bulbuls are
often seen around the campground. Ask
your guide where the best spots are.

The Batwa Trail is available in a shorter
and longer version; the price and the activities are the same, the only difference is the
length of the walk across the lower slopes
of Muhavura and Gahinga. You will see
the forest as a larder, pharmacy, builder's
yard, tool kit and, above all, a home. Along
the trail you'll try to fire a bow and arrow,
check hives for wild honey, help repair a
Batwa shelter, harvest plants for medicine
and food, light a fire without matches,
listen to legends and learn about Batwa
culture and traditions. The highlight of the
trail is a descent into Garama Cave.
A century ago there was often conflict
between the Batwa and farmers. Some-

times Batwa warriors raided the nearby villages and disappeared into the forest. As
the villagers had no idea there was a hidden cave in the forest, the batwa could not
be found. Garama Cave also acted as a
council chamber and leopard den. It is
342m/1,120ft long and is now inhabited
only by bats. It provides the setting for an
unforgettable dancing and singing performance.

Golden Monkey Tracking
moderate to difficult, 4–6 hours, USD50
including entrance and guiding
A worthwhile alternative to mountain
gorilla tracking. A longer research and
forest experience costs USD100.
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Lake
Bunyonyi

Go to Highlights
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L

ake Bunyonyi is a young lake at
1,950m/6,400ft, formed
10,000 years ago when the
river was dammed by a lava flow and
the valley drowned. Bunyonyi is one
of the safest lakes in Africa, it has no
hippos or crocodiles.
The lake is 26km/16mi long and
7km/4mi wide, covering 61km²/
24mi². It has 29 islands and is 44m/
144ft deep. Its maximum surface
temperature reaches 25℃ (77℉).
At the beginning of the 20th century
fish were introduced but massively
died in the 1960s, perhaps as a result
of a volcanic gas emission. Present
today are mud fish, cray fish and
mirror carp—and their predators,
otters. Over 200 bird species have
been recorded—“Bunyonyi” means
“the place of many little birds”.

Getting There
Bunyonyi is easily accessed from
Kabale (7km/4mi) by special hire
taxis and boda bodas—or by
trucks and shared cars on Monday
and Friday. The walk is attractive
but strenuous.
← Photo by Marcus Westberg
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Bunyonyi Treks
A canoe trek on Lake Bunyonyi may well
be the highlight of your visit; it can last
one, two or three days. There are also trekking options with less canoeing available,
the shortest taking five hours only.
With the exception of the five-hour trek
(no meals), all prices include everything:
guiding, lunch, snack, dinner, water, juice
and activities. You also get a free tour of
the cultural museum at The Home of
Edirisa in Kabale, at any time of your
choice. You benefit from free nights in The
Home dorm in Kabale too.
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3-day canoe trek
moderate to difficult, from USD185
You visit six islands, stay with amazing
Bakiga families, meet Batwa and climb
Karembe Hill (2,478m/8,130ft). Accommodation is tented and food is a mixture
of traditional meals, fruits, picnics and
luxury restaurant cuisine.
2-day canoe trek
moderate, from USD140
This option was developed for guests with
less time (or for those who do not seek remote island experiences). It follows the
three-day itinerary but returns to the
start soon after climbing Karembe.
1-day canoe trek
easy, from USD80
The one-day trek takes you to
Kyabahinga peninsula, where Edirisa
Nursery School is located and a herbalist
and a craftmaker live, plus two islands.
Kyabahinga is a site for spectacular
Bunyonyi views.
5-hour Bunyonyi trek
easy, from USD35
It follows the 1-day canoe trek route but
turns back after the craftmaker’s home.
← Photo by Samo Acko
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↑ Photo: Eriko Kitamuna (top), Marcus Westberg (bottom three)
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3-day Kabale–Kisoro trek
moderate to difficult, from USD230
Across Lake Bunyonyi through Echuya,
this tour takes you from Kabale to Kisoro.
It can be started from either town or from
Lake Bunyonyi. It includes a visit to a
herbalist, a craftmaker, a night at Tom’s
Homestay on Habukomi and a Batwa
"Pygmy"-guided crossing of the amazing
forest reserve.
1-day Kabale-Bunyonyi trek
easy, from USD50
This is a picturesque walk between the
town and the lake, with a visit to a
herbalist and a craftmaker. It is a unique
way to reach Lake Bunyonyi on foot but
could be a round trip as well.
More about canoe trekking can be found
at www.canoetrekking.com.
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Other Activities

I

f you dislike paddling, motorboat providers will take you
anywhere you want. Most popular are the unfortunate
trips to the Batwa “Pygmy” communities near Kyevu
(see the full version of the book).
Arcadia Lodge has a 25-seater roofed motorboat moored at
Bunyonyi Overland, ready for various daytime tours and
nightime stargazing trips (USD20-40).
Twende Afrika at Crater Bay Cottages offers mountain bike
hire at USD25 per day or USD15 for half a day. Add USD5
for a guide or use their freely available maps of the area.
Bunyonyi Safaris Hotel also has mountain bikes for hire,
for USD10. The guide charge is USD5.
Traditional blacksmiths in the hills between Bunyonyi and
Kabale are highly skilled in recycling scrap metal to make
new tools. They can be visited—Bunyonyi Overland offers
guided walks there—but be prepared for substantial tipping
(see video in the full version).
Bunyonyi Overland hires out mountain bikes at USD10 (4
hours), organises bird watching, nature walks and other
trips. It also promotes ski jet rides (USD25 for half an
hour) and quad bike rides (USD40 for half an hour).

← Campfire at Mama Bena’s; photo by Marcus Westberg

Bilharzia and Lake Bunyonyi:
Reality Check
Lake Bunyonyi has long been famous for its absence of bilharzia (also
known as Schistosomiasis or snail fever), a disease common in African lakes that damages internal organs. Among parasitic diseases,
only malaria is reported to have a bigger negative economic impact.
A study published in 1951 found plentiful fresh water snails in Bunyonyi, and even parasite infections—but they were much too light to
cause any symptoms.
In 2012-2013 there were rumours about people catching bilharzia in
the Bunyonyi area but the official line has remained that the lake is
completely safe. That may not necessarily be the case.
Slovenian medical students who volunteer on Bwama Island recorded
two bilharzia cases in 2014. One of the patients had been living on the
island for a year but had previously been moving around Uganda,
therefore he could have caught it elsewhere. The other one had had
no contact with any other water.
So, should you avoid jumping in? Not at all.
It is unlikely that you will catch bilharzia through casual swimming.
However, if after being exposed to Bunyonyi’s waters (or any other
Ugandan lake) you experience blood in your urine/fever/diarrhoea/
cough/abdominal pain, you may have contracted bilharzia.
Today’s antibilharzia medicines are safe and effective.
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IN-DEPTH
COMPANION

Batwa

Egalitarian Culture
The original inhabitants of southwestern Uganda are the
Batwa forest people whose lifestyle was primarily based on
hunting and gathering. This makes them one of Central
Africa's most ancient ethnic groups and the first humans to
inhabit the area, perhaps 50,000 years ago. Batwa are
currently found in Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda and eastern
Congo.
Ugandan Batwa were never culturally homogenous and have
slightly different histories. Batwa from northern Bwindi are
associated with territories stretching into Congo and the
Batwa from the Virungas associated with territories stretching
into Rwanda.
Moments from Batwa Experience near Bwindi; photo by Marcus Westberg

Go to Highlights
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Origin Myths

Pygmies or Not?
The word “Pygmy” is originally derived from a Greek
term—allegedly for the distance between the wrist and the
elbow—and when early Greek writers were talking about a
mythical race of small people they called them “Pygmies”.
It wasn’t until mid 19th century that Europeans discovered
hunter-gathers in central Africa and they named them after
this mythical race. So “Pygmies” came to be used by early
colonials and certainly has a colonial background to it.
Later on it was used within eugenics, racial hierarchical
theories of humanity and civilisation, so it tends to have in
some usage a racist or historically discriminatory term behind it.
At a local level “Pygmy” can also be a word used to discriminate against ethnic groups like the Batwa, so for many
communities and for many situations the term “Pygmy” is
not one which should be used.
However, particularly in French-speaking central Africa,
where it has been used much more, many Pygmy communities use the term as a collective definition.
Dr Christopher Kidd

One origin myth relates that God tested three brothers,
Gutwa, Guhutu and Gututsi, with a calabash of milk each and
told them they could not drink it for one night. Gutwa drank
his share immediately, Guhutu did not drink it but fell asleep
and spilled half of it, while Gututsi successfully passed the
test. As a result God gave him dominion over cattle, he gave
the Guhutu the next best, dominion over farming, and banished Gutwa to the forest. This myth is obviously of pastoral
origin but has passed into Batwa culture, as one of their own
and reflects their understanding of fate, to which they have become submissive.
Variants of this story and other such myths can also be understood as cultural propaganda extolling pastoral superiority. If
it had been written from a hunter gatherer perspective then
Gutwa would have been the winner as he rejected a useless
food and was rewarded with the forest's bounty while cattle
and crop farmers were punished by having to work for their
food.
Schaller recorded one farming myth in 1959:
Woto, the fourth chief of the Bushongo, left his people and retired into the forest. He found himself very lonely and uttered
an incantation. Thereupon the trees opened and sent forth a
multitude of little beings. When asked what people they were,
they answered 'Binu Batwa' (We are men).
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Social Structure
Even before their removal from the forest in the early 1990s,
the Batwa had long integrated into the Bakiga and Bafumbira
societies. But we can still look to existing hunter gatherer
groups in neighbouring countries to understand more about
the Batwa’s hunting and gathering past.

On Fire

Originally forest hunter gatherers were egalitarian with no
one person or band being more powerful than another. Traditionally they were divided into bands (smaller than clan but
larger than a nuclear family) who were territorially separate.
Bands did not own land but did have detailed land use practices that include areas which were taboo to enter and acted as
conservation zones where the animals were left unhindered.
Surprisingly elders are not politically dominant in central
African hunter gatherer groups; they only give advice and
knowledge based upon their experience. Decisions are instead
taken by the younger generation as the future and the
decisions they make are theirs to live.
Harmony and balance with their world is a key priority
amongst most hunter gatherer groups. Amongst the Mbuti in
Congo any changes in the balance are solved through
processes that include arbitration, demand sharing and peer
pressure which often amounts to public ridicule.
If, for example, a hunter came back to camp, proud of his
catch, other community members might ridicule his pride.
Photo by Marcus Westberg

Fire was made with two sticks. One stick with a small
hollow was put on the ground and held by the foot while
the second was rotated between the two hands in the
hollow until the dried grass or other tinder was set alight.

They do that so that he doesn't feel superior or use his hunting
skills to create a position of authority.
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Hunting
The Batwa hunted animals (pigs, duiker, buffalo and birds)
with bows and arrows, often with dogs. The Virungas were referred to by the Batutsi as the Domain of Bells after the bells
that dogs wore to alert their Batwa owners to their location.
It is also reported that bush pigs often attacked the dogs when
they heard the bells and hunters in ambush would promptly
spear them. Poison for their arrows was made from tree bark
and stinging ants. Another method was to wait on a branch
overlooking a game trail and dropping a loaded spear onto an
animal.
Hunting expeditions were a group activity; communication
was by hand signals and bird-like whistles. Sometimes expeditions would last a week or more, when animals were skinned
and dried before being brought home for ease of carrying.
There were strict rules for sharing game among the hunters
and their families. Meat was about 25% of their diet whilst the
rest was made up of various roots, fruits and tubers largely collected by the women.
Hunting was seen as a joint activity between men and women,
the latter would sing songs imagining that an animal would be
at a certain place; the role of the man was to collect it. In
many hunter gatherer societies in Congo the men suggest that
it is the women who catch the animals in their songs and the
job of men is simply to collect the animals already caught by
the women.

Gathering
In Congo forest children are able to provide up to 75% of their
nutritional needs making them highly independent from an
early age. Roots, wild yam, fruit, mushrooms, wild plantain
roots, grasshoppers and roots, stems and leaves of other nutritious plants would have been collected by the Batwa and
would have formed a major part of their diet.
The Batwa’s favourite food was and still is honey, which they
treated as a special gift from God. They collected honey from
several types of bees who had either hives in trees or underground.
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The latter were stingless and were subdivided by sweetness
and ease of collection; some caused illness if eaten in large
quantities. When found everything but the comb was eaten.

Rainbow Business
The rainbow was treated with dread as it is associated with
lightning and thunderstorms, which their gods used to punish people. Rainmakers utilised various rituals to ward off
thunderstorms and bring rain in times of drought; one was
always invited to ceremonies to prevent bad luck.

The chameleon was treated as sacred as it climbed the highest
trees and came closest to God. Sacrifices of meat, drink and
blood were offered in special huts to animal spirits. Many
hunters were infused with this spirit when they killed a particular species, especially if it was accompanied with some
strange sign in the animal when it was being dissected.

Birth, Marriage and Death

Religion

A new born baby often had a miniature bow and arrows
placed in its hand for protection. Infants were breast-fed for a
long time, which also acted as form of birth control. The education of children was the collective responsibility of the band;
boys and girls learnt from adult activities of hunting, gathering and homemaking.

The Batwa believe in a Supreme Being and Creator called
Imaana (Nagaasan) who gives children, food and protection.
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Amongst the Mbuti people of Congo there are two sections to
their hunting camps, the first was where the adults lived and
the second was for the children aged between three and fifteen.

Bride purchase was not practised as it was believed to promote discord between families, though gifts of honey and wild
animal meat was expected (nowadays goats are common). The
most popular wild animal was the flying squirrel that lives in
tree holes and could only be captured with tree fronds when
emerging; a very difficult task. The meat was highly prized
and often reserved for elders, and on marriage it was given to
the future mother-in-law. Adultery was forbidden.
Cremation or burial of the deceased in huts was the norm:
thereafter the place was avoided. Other traditional places of
burial included caves and rock crevices. Afterwards a medicine man would anoint the hearth and distribute medicine to
the bereaved to prevent the deceased from causing disturbance.
Inheritance rules were practically non-existent since they had
very few possessions that were usually given to members of
the family.

They were primarily monogamous, except when a woman was
barren, and sometimes practised barter marriage whereby
families exchanged girls, though informal love marriages were
the most common. On marriage day the two families celebrated with the two women facing one another in recognition
of their shared kinship and destiny. The father introduced the
bride to the family spirits.

Recently burial of family members has become a problem
since they do not have access to burial grounds and are forced
to bury their dead within their very small plots and continue
living there. Anti-pollution rituals that they have learnt from
the Bakiga are not always acceptable.
Suicide was a major taboo because it disturbed the balance.
[Continues for 10 more pages]
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BACKGROUND
STORY

The Initiative

If people do not believe in
what they have and what
they can do, there can be
no development.

Need for Pride
You can be proud of yourself for supporting the thoughtprovoking Gorilla Highlands initiative. No, you aren’t sending
little kids to school, providing water to the thirsty or feeding
the hungry, at least not directly.
Indirectly, however, you may be taking part in something
huge: Gorilla Highlands could become a major step towards
an economic and cultural transformation of our region.
This can only start when local people are proud of their area
and culture. Lack of self-respect may be Uganda's number one
problem; if people do not believe in what they have and what
they can do, there can be no meaningful development. The
bright ones will escape, ending up in Kampala or abroad.

The fact that this is the most comprehensive book ever
published about southwestern Uganda is a demonstration of
an appalling void. By buying our ebook you will help us go on,
expand to other media, invest money into further research,
and obtain new materials—we want Gorilla Highlands to
become ever more attractive and accessible.
This ebook was first published in September 2012 and became
the most widely known and internationally acknowledged part
of the initiative (see the next section), however, the idea is a
year older. Gorilla Highlands was launched at a conference of
the International Community of Banyakigezi in Kabale in
December 2011. The initator was Studio Edirisa, a global
social enterprise based at Lake Bunyonyi.
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Studio Edirisa: It All Started with a Humorous Computer Game
Studio Edirisa is a worldwide multimedia
team located in the rural simplicity of
The Heart of Edirisa, Lake Bunyonyi. It
is registered in the USA with a plan of
growing into a social enterprise that will
generate funds for culturally grounded
economic and social development
projects.
The beginnings of Studio Edirisa can be
traced to 2004 when a Czech
developer Michal Dolecek, a Slovenian
writer Miha Logar, a 14-year-old
Ugandan artist Comfort Abemigisha
and a Batwa leader Elinesti Kanimba
prepared a simple humorous computer
game with a historical theme. Its goal
was to help an Omutwa fighter chase
away the colonisers.
The focus on culture and self-respect,
the unusual creative approach, the
volunteer work and the international
cooperation behind that first project
continue to define Studio Edirisa. Many
video documentaries, radio shows and

other products later, we are now betting
our future on Gorilla Highlands. It is a
quintessential project, the essence of
what we are all about.

The Heart of Edirisa, Lake Bunyonyi; photo by Miha Logar

Studio Edirisa belongs to a loose
society for promoting Africa, creativity,
cultures and practical skills called
Edirisa (a "window" in Rukiga). It runs
nursery schools, works in fair trade
crafts, does cultural tourism and more.
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Tourism as a Means
Even though Gorilla Highlands is on the surface all about
branding and promoting southwestern Uganda, its real point
is rural development. We are focused on innovative solutions
to tell the world an engaging story about our region and use
tourism as a tool to uplift the poor.
The “Gorilla Highlands” brand adopted by the initiative can
be misleading. “Gorilla” is a necessary catchphrase as our hills
are best known for these human cousins, however, the focus is
on expanding tourist expectations of what the area can offer—
especially in the direction of cultural and community tourism.
We want every tourism dollar to reach those who need it
most, as fair payment for work that carries dignity instead of
unsustainable handouts.
We are a private sector initiative on a limited budget, pushed
forward by volunteers. From November 2013 some of our
activities have been supported by the United Nations
Development Programme, World Tourism Organisation and
Uganda Tourism Board. The most prominent among them
was a familiarisation tour to southwestern Uganda for
Kampala-based tour operators in May 2014. That fits perfectly
into our concept of a regional service for travellers, tour
operators, the media and development organisations. With
our extensive local knowledge we can enrich everybody’s
experience and direct money where it will have most impact.

Batwa and exclusive lodges during the fam trip; photo by Elly Mwesiga
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Gorilla Highlands Video Map
Among the many Gorilla Highlands multimedia products, one
has to be singled out for its inventiveness: the Video Map
(www.gorillahighlands.com/videomap). Its goal is to present
the locations, activities and accommodation options of
southwe through video clips arranged on a clickable map.
The rationale behind the project is that getting visitors to Africa is, simply put, not the easiest task. There are so many misconceptions about the continent that people cannot imagine
how attractive and accessible it is. Video offers potential
guests the most convincing and engaging picture of an area.
The Video Map is financed by tourism partners wishing to
present their accommodation and activities while videos of
regional attractions are done independently.

Network Power
To avoid politicking and wasting resources, the initiative is
not set up as a centralised organisation. It is open to everyone
with a passion for our region and interest in cooperation; the
informal network of partners is one of the our primary
strengths. Gorilla Highlands meetings have so far been held in
Buhoma, Kabale, Kampala and Kisoro.
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Gorilla Highlands meeting in Kisoro in 2013; photo by Robyn Smith
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Making a Winner

Culmination
Receiving the World Summit Award in Sri Lanka in October
2013 was the culmination of two years of devoted volunteer
work by a team spanning the globe.
The World Summit Award is the follow-up initiative of the
United Nations World Summit on Information Society. It
partners with key UN organisations and agencies and selects
and promotes the world's best electronic content.
This ebook won the award after competing against
information technology projects from 168 countries. It was
eventually selected as one of the five best projects in e-Culture
and Tourism by a Grand Jury comprised of 17 high profile IT
professionals and e-content experts hailing from every
continent.
Miha Logar and Martin Aijuka; photo by P.Benedikt/A.Mattersberger
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Game Changer
It was January 2012. Eight long years after its humble start,
Studio Edirisa was still broke but had some knowledge and
contacts. Thanks to the devotion and low maintenance nature
of Ian Cantwell there was also a great collection of fresh texts
and data. But how to use them best?

About the Writers

Then Thursday the 19th came and late in the evening Miha
Logar remembered to read the Apple news. His mind blew.
Because this was it: iBooks Author would make the impossible
suddenly possible, a dream would come true. As we gained the
ability to make a polished, beautiful iPad product on the
cheap (the ebook became Mac-readable only in late 2013),
Gorilla Highlands on paper became secondary.
Miha excitedly texted Samo Acko, Studio Edirisa's designer.
The poor guy had just returned to Uganda with tourism in
mind, wanting to temporarily escape his hectic work at a Slovenian daily newspaper.
And now some new software would, just like that, severely
challenge that plan. When a boda boda brought Samo back to
the house that night, he certainly expected trouble. Did he anticipate eight months of it? Definitely not.
But it was better to have a reluctant designer at hand than no
designer at all. Now, the hardware and software…
Photo by Nina Hamilton

The Travel Guide part of Gorilla Highlands was mainly
written by Miha “Rwebandira” Logar; born in Slovenia,
1974; BA Journalism (University of Ljubljana), MA
Development Studies (Uganda Martyrs University). Miha
has been living in Uganda since 2000; he is the founder of
Edirisa, the driving force behind Studio Edirisa and an
experienced tour guide and volunteer coordinator.
The In-Depth Companion part was researched and
composed by Ian Cantwell; born in Rep. of Ireland, 1949;
BA (History & Geography, TCD), MSc (Palaeoecology,
QUB). Ian did this work during two periods, Mar–Oct 2011
and Mar–Jul 2012. He started from a position of knowing
nothing with the task of learning as much as possible
about southwestern Uganda, while trying not to get
bogged down in the many fascinating highways and
byways of Africa, past and present.
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Where Small Things Call for Big Patience

First Season on the Radio

Miha's MacBook was too old to run the latest operating system, OSX Lion, which was a requirement for iBooks Author.
Thankfully, Rebecca Swan kindly lent him a laptop while
Miha was waiting for another borrowed machine to arrive
from Kampala.

Downloads took almost a
week.

Led by Teresa Peintinger from Austria, our team prepared
ten Gorilla Highlands radio shows in Oct-Dec 2012. They
were brodcast on Voice of Kigezi every Sat 9–10 pm. We
were targeting the youth interested in tourism employment,
repackaging this ebook content and adding new stuff.
Food culture radio show (edited down to 32 minutes)

What comes from the Underground (31 minutes)

Photo by Georg Schaumberger

Kampala is 400 kilometres/250 miles away and it is normal to
send goods by bus. Nevertheless giving an expensive laptop to
a conductor may be less than desirable, so it was great that
Studio Edirisa's team member Comfort Abemigisha was on
the way. He was also supposed to bring software updates on a
hard disk. Well, he came with the wrong one.
Anyways, who cares about some extra downloading from
African hills… It may take an additional day but, hey, we are
used to waiting.
The downloads took place at White Horse Inn, a legendary
hotel on the hill above Kabale, for two reasons: they have a
generator (power is totally unreliable here) and they are very
close to a 3G antenna. Eventually it took almost a week for all
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the needed software and updates to be on the right side of the
equator. A moment later Samo's first work mercifully
appeared on Miha's daughter's iPad. That was crucial to give
us an idea of how it actually works—the decision could be
made to separate the travel guide from the in-depth content.
Supply of text was never problematic; it was the quality of Studio Edirisa's photo libraries that was cause for concern.
So, a designer makes an unannounced trip to Uganda exactly
when iBooks Author is unveiled and there just happens to be
plentiful material ready... Wouldn't you therefore expect a photographer to appear out of the blue as well?
On 21 January we received an email from Marcus Westberg, a
Swedish photographer, willing to volunteer... Samo and Miha
also paid a visit to Christopher Kidd in Kisoro, a Scottish
Batwa specialist with a photography side-business, and Blasio
Byekwaso in Kampala, a park ranger who became a photographer. They gave us a collection of images, for free. Friends will
be friends.
The iPad with a draft of Gorilla Highlands was first tested as a
travel companion on 28 January in Bwindi. It made perfect
sense, as expected. What was unexpected was the reaction of
those first few Ugandans who saw it. It became clear that we
were making something that would strongly appeal to them!
And that was potentially big.
Blasio Byekwaso; photo by Studio Edirisa
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They Made It Possible
We remain indebted to: Solomon Akugizibwe, Chemonges
Amusa, Eli Nathan Bisamunyu, Owen Bright, David Bygott,
K. C. Collins, Lewis Dixon, Christopher Dufitumukiza, Ali
Dunn, Jacqui Hughes, Jan Willem van de Kamp, Charlotte
Kamugisha, Molly Karemera, Festo Karwemera, Claire
Kwesiga, Emmanuel C. Mugarura, Francis Munyarubanza,
Robert Nabimanya, Barrett Nash, Wawa Ndagijimana,
Peter Ngategize, Michael Opige Odull, Maria Pentzold,
Levi Rwesirabo, Rev Peter Rwabyoma, Darja Slana,
Andrew Sharp, Richard Vokes and Brigita Zorec.
To the officials and staff of Makerere University (Main
Library, Institute of Social Research and Dept. of History),
National Library of Uganda, Uganda Society, Central
Statistics Office, Local Governments of Kabale, Kanungu
and Kisoro, Bishop Barham University College, Kabale RC
Diocesan Office, Muhavura CoU Diocesan Office, UWA
(Kampala and Kisoro), Mbarara University of Science and
Technology, and the Institute of Tropical Forest
Conservation, our heartfelt thanks. We salute Donald
Denoon and the authors of the 1972 History of Kigezi
whose work was exemplary but sadly not repeated.
Finally, special appreciation goes to Brian Ashby of Fuzzy
Memes, our editorial consultant. Our text would have been
much rougher without his professional advice.

Miha had been repeating one thing for a couple of years: Studio Edirisa needed to be ready with relevant content for when
mobile devices become East Africans' reality. Could Gorilla
Highlands be that?
Samo's return to Europe in the beginning of February and the
resulting radical drop in design speed gave Miha ample time
to enhance the text. Ian's drafts were shared with local and international experts—and they appreciated what they read!

Samo emailed a one-line
message, an expletive. He
had received Marcus's
pictures.
Ian was travelling in West Africa at the time but he flew back
to Uganda to help finalise the text. His surprising return
allowed for the wildlife section to be greatly expanded on,
especially because Samo's progress was so slow.
Samo hated the work more and more. iBooks Author was
buggy and definitely not meant for pros like him. Decent
photos were also not enough.
One April day Samo emailed a one-line message, an expletive.
He had received Marcus's pictures.
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while her male Rufumbira counterpart is in fact a security
officer from the nearby university, Ngaruye Deusitedet.
The way the testers of the draft ebook reacted to the iPad
speaking local languages amused Miha. Such a logical simple
idea but so much excitement! Observing people using the
product was Miha’s major activity for a number of months,
their suggestions were invaluable and their smiles his biggest
reward.

Martin Aijuka Depories; photo by Miha Logar

They were many and they were great. That happy reaction
meant a lot to Miha, after being witness to Samo's grumbling
for months. He read it more than twice.

Everybody Adds Something
Audio files in the phrasebook felt like the most obvious benefit
of putting Gorilla Highlands on the iPad. They were recorded
in our equatorial studio, far away from southwestern Uganda.
The female voice was provided by Naome Asiimwe, a waitress,

Few people’s contribution was as big as that of Martin
Aijuka Depories. Many years ago we put posters around
Kabale, looking for volunteers with fine art talents.
Instead of the expected random traveller, a bunch of young
local artists showed up. Martin was one of them, and he soon
became our main man. A decade later he is still willing to
volunteer if the need arises! His drawings form the backbone
of the In-Depth Companion.
Once we were done with Martin, Comfort’s moment came
again. He was enjoying his peace in an almost-empty house
on the equator, doing some painting. He had ended up here
because of Studio Edirisa. From the moment he met Miha as a
Primary 7 pupil and illustrated the computer game that
started Studio Edirisa, his life was intertwined with the organisation. He was a freelancer now but always ready to chip in.
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Under his pen and after a long night session with Miha, the
most visually deficient section of the book, the Kanungu
Tragedy, became something quite different!
At the same time, Robert Brierley, Marion Kaplan, Ross Langdon, Georg Schaumberger, History in Progress Uganda and
many others provided more cost free images as their support
for the project.

Our Lost Ones
It is personally saddening to the Studio Edirisa team that two
of the photographers listed above aren’t with us anymore...
Ross Langdon, an Australian/British architect, aged 33 was
killed in the Westgate mall terror attack in Nairobi (Kenya) together with his pregnant partner in September 2013.
Robert Brierely, 51, the English mind behind Nkuringo
Walking Safaris and Gorilla Camp, suffered a heart attack in
Kampala, Uganda in March 2014.
Rest in peace, friends.

Our Way Forward, Together
The current In-Depth Companion is mostly a review of
available publications that does not pretend to be original
as little research was conducted in primary sources. It is
presented thematically and has tried to avoid jargon and
specialised terminology (almost a language in its own right)
as the majority of readers will not be native English or
specialist academic English speakers—the glossary should
be of assistance too. To make it accessible to readers with
no prior knowledge, we have stayed away from too many
local terms and expressions. On the other hand, we did
include some content that is attractive exclusively to
Ugandan readers, for example clan information.
We feel the Nature section in particular would deserve
more work and expansion, and we are looking forward to
adding new topics. This is our version 2.2 and we do not
want to stop here—please help with your feedback.
Many of the gorilla photos we use on these pages are from
Rwanda and Congo, and we like that. We have started
with the Ugandan side of the Gorilla Highlands because
this country is Studio Edirisa's home, it is safe, easy and
remarkably free when you do a project like this.
But we hope Rwanda and Congo will invite us in as well.
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